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CHRONICLE N°17 

Everything that ever was, is and will be, will be new  
& 

0-1-1-2-3-5-8-13-21… 
 

When we have thrilling leads to explore in search of Knowledge, we offer them to Reseau 
LEO readers only if we have experienced and confirmed them. This time, we will testify 
about a "reincarnation" phenomenon.


Indeed, within our group, thanks to a surprising paper chase, we have been observers of 
the process of corporal remanifestation of a soul and of all the consequences that this 
"reincarnation" has raised in our LEO tribe.


To set the context very succinctly, in his childhood and in the context of his youth 
relationships, Jenaël had known a young girl named Christine who, at the age of 24, a 
month after her marriage, died of sudden leukemia. When he first wrote the first texts of 
the Dialogues with the Angel he could sometimes feel her presence. He could then 
perceive her very often in the form of a luminous orb. 


In other words, it was only after she left her body that Jenaël was able to begin to 
establish a real relation with Christine’s soul, communicating with her through a sort of 
inner dialogue. He understood very quickly that during his communications with the 
afterlife, his own thoughts interacted with Christine’s soul-spirit.


See Jenaël’s story and the dialogues in question:

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/2-jena%C3%Abl/

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2011-dialogue-moins-5/

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2011-dialogue-moins-6/
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Thus, during all these years after Christine’s death, Jenaël understood how to maintain 
this soul connection beyond the limitations of material reality. In his field of consciousness 
the vibratory frequency of Christine’s soul had remained imprinted, which after a while 
had become very familiar to him. As she also became one of his guides from the afterlife, 
one day she revealed to him that she would reincarnate in his immediate surroundings, 
before the Earth’s transition to 4th density.


But long before her death, she had progressively left him a bundle of peremptory signals 
which he recorded in a corner of his memory, which only he could note and understand 
when the time came. These clues fell under behaviors, manias, attitudes, gestures, which 
his youth comrade continually sprinkled, like little white pebbles in his unconscious.


Jenaël:


Among these clues was her clothing habits. In particular, in rainy weather, she often wore 
a small mauve red jacket, a skirt, tights and especially big fishing boots that went up to 
her knees. Indeed, Christine sometimes accompanied her parents to the traditional 
Sunday fishing; as her father was a member of this village association. Occasionally too, 
a large headband held her hair.


The last of these little white pebbles had been sown when I saw her in her sterile 
chemotherapy room for the last time. She only had a few hairs left on her head. Very tired, 
lying in her bed, she raised herself painfully to clear her view from behind the frame of her 
sterile bubble to send me a difficult last little greeting from her hand.


I knew, however, that I would never see Christine again in her lifetime. She died shortly 
afterwards, on a fine July day, while I was on vacation in Normandy. The announcement 
of her departure from our world made me burst in tears, while never before had I felt the 
need to mourn the death of someone.


It was only a few years after that that I would cling to her message engraved in a corner 
of my memory, promising me her return from beyond. And recently, even though I was 
beginning to despair in the face of the increasingly chaotic state of our world, I knew that 
the moment of our reunion would not be long.


In parallel, a few months ago, as we were in lockdown, we had to recompose a group 
photo for the donation campaign on the Reseau LEO. So we had to "incorporate" 
Clémence, the last one to arrive within the LEO tribe, in a photo we took in springtime. 
When Sand and I had finished making the photo montage, we were amazed, because 
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something was calling us in this collage. Clémence gave us the impression of "coming 
from elsewhere"!


Soon after, looking back at the arranged image, I realized that Clémence was still 
strangely drawing my attention. An indefinable emotion overwhelmed me then. I had just 
detected one of Christine’s little white pebbles!


Arriving from the Parisian region, Clémence appeared on the photo, dressed in an outfit 
that had nothing in common with our old construction clothes. To photograph her, Hélène 
had almost disguised her with a mauve jacket that had been loaned to her, because she 
wore a small black pleated skirt, thin tights and fisherman boots! Apparently, it was 
customary in Paris! To complete the picture, a headband even held her hair!


I was so overwhelmed by this surge of signs that for a few days, closed in on myself, I 
told no one. I continued to observe Clémence, until I began to inform Sand, but I still 
needed confirmations to support the paper chase.


One day at the ECOLEO worksite, I needed ligatures to gather materials. I asked 
Clémence if she would help me make a lid for the rain filters, which had to be maintained 
by elastic ties. In the workshop, I selected a dozen of them that were made with women’s 
stockings or tights cut into rings. We sometimes bought them at Parchemin, a charity 
recycling shop, where these kinds of accessories, often useful in the workshop or garden, 
are sold at a paltry price.
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I can’t remember how, at that moment, I came to question Clémence about her dress 
habits and as I had these polyamide ties in my hands, she told me then with a little 
insistence that she liked to wear tights.


Little by little, my investigation made sense! The little white pebbles began to light up on 
the path. Furthermore, as I had noticed some other details of the paper chase, we were 
often talking about the first dialogues in which already in 2012, the Angel was talking 
about the world chaos we are currently going through. Among other things, there were 
several texts in which Christine intervened.


At some point while we were tinkering, I even surprised Florian, her current partner who, 
somewhat ironically and by game, was addressing Clem by calling her "Christine"! (Clem 
is the diminutive that we adopted when we addressed Clémence.)


That day, back from the worksite, I simply told Clem that I would soon have something 
important to ask her. My somewhat unusual request triggered in her a sort of "emotional 
alert state".


The next day, I asked her what the two names Robert and Marie-Thérèse mentioned to 
her, without telling her that they were the names of Christine’s parents. She turned white 
and started to sob, announcing to me that they were those of her ancestors!


"What about François?" I said.

She exclaimed: "Well, he’s my brother!"


What a happy coincidence! François was also the name of Christine’s brother!


Understanding of course where this paper chase should lead us to, the little white 
pebbles on the path were getting brighter and brighter.


When I began to inform her of the signs and of what I had perceived of her strange 
behavior which reminded me of my childhood friend, I again pressed the nail announcing 
that Christine had as her middle name "Jeanne"! Which, of course, I could not have 
guessed, was also that of Clémence!


The same evening, Clem was subject to an "immeasurable" emotional overflow to the 
point where Florian, in panic, came to see us (Sand and I). He told us that she did not 
stop crying and that she feared not to see me again!  Without thinking twice, we are on 
our way to their home. Once we arrived, Clem, curled up on the couch, was still crying. 
Understanding what she was going through, I took her for a long time in my arms. The 
next day was the day when I revealed, not without emotion, my paper chase to the LEO 
tribe and where we filmed the IDISI capsules, whose publications remain to come.
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Finally, as far as I was concerned, I understood that Christine’s soul had somehow 
reincarnated in the person of Clémence, but many questions were still outstanding.


By decoding the entire system of clues, I had even perceived the reason why she bears 
her last name. Anagram of Nogaret or probably the Occitan version of it (Nogarey), his 
famous bearer during the Templars’ inquisition, Guillaume de Nogaret had been the 
adviser of King Philip IV the Fair. While Raymond de Nogaret, his grandfather, a 
Toulousian Cathar was condemned for heresy.

https://www.wikizero.com/fr//Guillaume_de_Nogaret


Guillaume de Nogaret’s bust


Clémence had thus returned to the present world, carrying a double karmic frame dating 
from the Cathar period, then Templar, just like me! And knowing that she carried these 
memories, I understood very quickly that we must already know each other from this 
time!


So, who could have been Clémence de Nogaret?


Several outstanding questions deserved some enlightenment. I then asked them to the 
Angel.


(As Clem wrote her story, I invite you to read it: "De retour vers mon nouveau futur".)
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Question to the Angel: 

To what extent is the system of signs, synchronicities and clues relevant to 
enlighten the planes of existence in which past/future alter experience other 
realities? 

The universal reading system consists of signs and synchronicities. The clues concerning 
first names, as well as those concerning these "exquisite signatures of hazard", then 
constitute an extraordinary way to reconstruct the phylogeny of individuals who live with 
you other planes of reality or other eras.


The names and last names, whatever their language of expression, are therefore only a 
"convention" to designate the biological vessel of an individual. It is only a kind of 
"trademark" which in no way denotes its Beingness in its entirety! However, its vibratory 
signature leads far beyond its sound modulation.


Because it is not only the vibratory frequency of the individual that comes into play in this 
system of clues. The use of different names and last names to designate the soul’s vessel 
throughout incarnations, always has a meaning related to the context, in other words the 
family, the lineage, the country, the era, the history… , in which lies the individual who 
bears it.


Also, the first name or last name’s sound, when it is truly associated with the vibratory 
frequency of the person’s soul, forms an energy signature harmonized with the real 
individual’s personality which sometimes continues in certain incarnations.


It is therefore indeed by the resonance vibration frequency of Christine’s soul and by all 
the names of the system of clues that connect her family to that of Clem, that the other 
signs that Jenaël perceived in her behavior could lead him to deduce the "reincarnation" 
of Christine’s soul.


That said, you must understand that reincarnation is a notion proper to the linear 
consciousness of the human of 3rd density, because he is completely ignorant of 
the other processes of "the continuation of the soul" in the higher densities. 

That of "the soul’s rebirth", that is to say, the successive reincarnation in human 
biological vessels, takes place only for the preservation of ordinary Adamic humanity, 
because humans of the "Adamic paradise" had been initiated to the sexual act by the 
Anunna god Enki. It is therefore by "the animal sexual act" (penetration, mating, then 
ovulation) that the process of reincarnation of souls in 3rd density is perpetuated.
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This ongoing rebirth each time in a new biological vessel, is therefore not comparable to 
what happens in higher densities, since the genetic codes of the vessel-extension of the 
soul are "almost eternal". But the human’s soul/spirit will no longer be subject to a single 
perishable, densified biological vessel, since it will no longer be dependent on matter. 
However, matter will be at his service and the human being will create his biological 
vessel according to the world and the reality he decides to explore. You have examples of 
how a "temporary biological vessel of 6th density visiting your reality" manifests in the 
story of Jenaël: “The boots in the snow” or “The iron”.


Moreover, in the higher worlds and when exploring more material densities with a perfect 
biological vessel, the soul/spirit becomes able, both physically and psychologically, to 
detect the thoughts frequencies of any living being. This soul/spirit is especially endowed 
with the possibility of moving very quickly from one place to another using its Merkaba. 
This transdimensional vehicle is an individual magnetic field enabling to metamorphose 
into a vessel travelling in space-time and in different dimensions and densities, thanks to 
the simultaneous activation of all its energy centers.


On the left: surrounded by its hypervelocity merkaba with an anti-clockwise spin, 

a soul sometimes appears for a few fractions of second in the obscurity. 


On the right: but most often, because of its high speed rotation, it appears only an extremely 
bright spot. 


(Pictured as close as I can see.)


We cannot therefore claim that Christine has totally reincarnated into Clem, because the 
soul, as you see it, is not located in the body.


The soul is a field of energy that envelops the individual at the same time as it surrounds 
the bodies of most alter-entities “endowed with your soul”, which you possess in other 
time-spaces, dimensions, or densities. It is an area of electromagnetic energy moored 
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to the body by the three lower magnetic centers and the three upper magnetic 
centers which are not located in the body, but which merge through the middle 
energy center, at the solar plexus level. (It is this very luminous point that sometimes 
appears in the heart of the Merkaba.) 


The genuinely human individual endowed with a soul in need of vital energy, does not 
draw it from others as do the soulless entities. But he obtains this vital energy, thanks to 
the higher sexual center located in the middle of the body, which is a zone of penetration 
of creative energy connected to the higher energy source of 7th density.


This sexual center thus represents the magnetic center directly linked to the 7th density. It 
is the one which expresses the universal Consciousness by its creative beats, that is, 
unstable gravity waves which, depending on the circumstances or influences you 
experience, validate or adjust your reality.


It is therefore the real "sexual chakra", that of communication (« communal-sex "), and 1

which is interactive with the other centers! It always remains active, since it is the higher 
center of creative energy whose beats are in accordance with the situations that occur in 
your outer environment and that stimulate the corresponding magnetic center.


It must be known that those magnetic centers which constitute the soul ties can connect 
to each other according to circumstances, interactions, or other things that come under 
an expressed or experienced truth.


These centers are:

(Note that "lower" and "higher" do not always have to do with their position concerning 
the body, but are most often related to the density level.) 

- The lower mobility center/base chakra – movement, need to exercise, to walk, to 
connect to Earth…

- The lower emotional or lower sexual chakra – need, desire or urge to have bestial sexual 
relationship in order to procreate.

- The higher emotional or heart chakra – an encounter, an event that arouses emotion.

- The higher sexual center or middle chakra (at the level of solar plexus) is this magnetic 
center connected to the 7th density.

- The lower intellectual or throat chakra – need to communicate, to talk, to scream to 
express joy or anger.

- The vision center or third eye – produces dreams and visions.

- The higher intellectual or crown chakra – center of thought, reflection, intellect.


 “Communicate” is translated by “communiquer” in French, that we can decrypt as “commun-1

niquer” meaning “communal-sex”. It is a symbolic for truly sharing information together.
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The union of the higher intellectual center (crown) and the higher 
emotional center (heart) would close the magnetic circuit in the 
shepherd’s crook configuration.


For more details, see also: 

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-13-july-2002.21637/


Diagram of the shepherd’s crook configuration of the energy centers





The supposed positioning of the chakras based on the hormonal regulation organs 
as described by the Buddhist traditions, therefore has nothing to do with the 
configuration of the magnetic centers that tie the soul to the body. 

Finally, in this configuration, the three lower centers, more developed among the 
psychopaths organic portals, are generally related to the material world and the Service to 
Self world (often represented by a triangle or pyramid pointing down). While the three 
higher centers, more developed among the spiritual seekers, are 
connected to the Service to Others world (represented by a triangle 
or pyramid pointing up).


The soul also contains the different copies of the physical and 
biological configuration of yourself and your alter as genetic codes. 
It is represented by the geometric figure of the Merkaba, which 
would be the true vehicle of the soul. (Cf. Chronicle 11)


It would therefore be more accurate to say that Christine’s soul chose Clémence’s 
biological vessel to tie down to it. Which implies then that Clem is for the moment still 
endowed with two souls, that of Christine (her main alter) and her own, which are 
destined to fuse during the worlds transition.


In this case, Clémence – like other people on Earth – carries two distinct personalities that 
are difficult to perceive by people who did not know Christine during her lifetime. It is also 
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necessary that an "attachment link" be forged in the real life of individuals, so that a 
connection frequency can be established!


To come to understand the mechanism of souls’ fusion that some have already 
experienced and felt, such as Jenaël when he fell from a swing in his youth, you must first 
know that all candidates for the New Earth will live or have already lived this kind of 
association/fusion of souls. But to do so, they will have been or will be abducted again.

See on this matter the story of Jenaël. 


As you might expect now, for very formal reasons, some abductions are also carried out 
by hyperdimensional beings in the Service to Others, in order to observe variations in the 
genetics of candidates for a future and alternative reality line. This is because the "cradle" 
of future humanity is no longer the planet Earth as you still see it today, since this one will 
disappear in a distant future, during a next cycle of the Wave’s passage.


And as the Cassiopeans also reveal, the New Earth humans’ bodies to come are 
assembled by genetic cloning, thus created on D'Ankhiar, somewhere in the constellation 
of Orion. (D'Ankhiar is the mother planet of the Amasutum Planners which will be reduced 
to ashes by the Wave passage; event not to be confused with the explosion of the planet 
Mulge which was destroyed by a nuclear explosion caused by the STS predators.) It is 
also on D'Ankhiar that some of you are sometimes teleported through dimensional doors 
before fusing with a new reality which is that of your current existence, just as Jenaël had 
been when he was collected by a Amasutum planner during the Cathar Inquisition.


Orion’s STS predators, as well as the STO life planners who you also are in the future, 
regularly take genetic codes from human biological vessels, in order to reconstitute 
cloned bodies, that is to say, new containers of human physiology, able to receive your 
souls and endure the vibratory frequencies of 4th density with a longer cycle.


The taking of the soul’s genetic codes in readiness for the individual cloning always 
happens while the individual is in very good health. It is therefore for this reason that 
Jacky/Jenaël was abducted during his journey in Morocco. (Cf. Cahier n°26 : Dieu un 
sacré filou !)


The unification of Jacky’s soul with that of Jenaël will be optimized in his prime of life, at 
the moment of his transition. Only then will his body rejuvenate, since this fusion 
essentially happens on an atomic level.

As for Clem, her process is somewhat reversed, because she still has to grow in mind and 
discernment until the prime of life that will be in her thirties, and in which Christine’s soul 
will have totally fused with Clem’s genetic codes. This method of cloning, then soul 
fusion, is carried out for a large number of candidates to the 4th density.
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The process of souls’ fusion with body rejuvenation will thus take place in one way or 
another for all called to the Service to Others. Those who will go through the death phase 
will be immediately transferred into their new body, without passing through the 5th 
density.


The humans of the future are men and women in every way similar to you today, who will 
inhabit a whole New Earth in a very close future. And although this new planet is a near-
true copy of the current Earth, it will not present exactly the same life context as your 
current environment still based on the duality laws. The background of this new 4th 
density planet will be almost similar to your current reality, except that certain things or 
events of the past will never have happened and other things that still exist in your 
present, will no longer exist! Whereas those that will arise in the future line of the 3rd 
density current Earth of ordinary humanity, will no longer happen on the time line that you 
are already creating.


Finally, as the Cassiopaeans also stated, everything that ever was, is and will be, will be 
new! https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-17-august-2000.23030/


Therefore, a multitude of human bodies is and has been created, assembled in artificial 
matrixes by life planners, in the same way as the Homo Erectus then the Homo Sapiens 
were in their time. The Cassiopaeans were therefore right to announce that your new 
bodies, more "adapted and efficient" biological vessels, were waiting for you in 4th 
density.


A human body represents the vibratory extension of the soul of a densified individual into 
the material world. And soon, the human souls’ egregore which nowadays vibrates 
resonances of 4th density, will succeed in expressing and materializing its new planetary 
expression/extension. Which also means that on "your New Earth" is forming a new 
planetary matrix, for half STS+ and half STO. This also means that your body vessels will 
change to adapt to this more balanced new environment.


Clem’s physiognomy, for example, will change moderately when her soul will have 
completely fuse with Christine’s soul. Her appearance will change slightly from what it 
should have become, if she were inhabited only by Clémence’s soul. Which also reveals 
that if Clémence had only limited herself to extending her Service to Self experience, 
Christine’s soul would not have been able to transfer herself into Clémence’s biological 
vessel and assist her in her path of the Service to Others.


Question to the Angel: 
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By perceiving the karmic scenario that Clémence would carry, by her surname, I 
think I can guess her functions and mission during the Cathar inquisition. Is my 
intuition about this correct? Who was "Clémence de Nogaret/Nogarey"?  

She represents what in the past will be new! Because she was the "illegitimate" daughter 
of Raymond de Nogaret, but was not Guillaume’s mother. “She will be the one” who, at 
that time, will "cause" the division of the Nogaret descendants, thanks to the spiritual 
work of those who were aware of the Paleochristian origins of the Catharism. And it will 
be this descent that will change and switch the spelling of her lineage name to escape 
later the Templars inquisition by Philip the Fair.


Certain truths about History have always been hidden, since they were written by those 
for whom lying was convenient, that is to say, at that time already the different factions of 
the deep state! But the truth invariably persists in the human morphogenetic field, thanks 
to the soul’s memories of the individuals who had lived this inquisition. Especially when 
these souls reincarnate in this end of cycle to accomplish their transition accompanied by 
their tribe/soul’s family and give back with it, their memories still "alive".


The soul of Clémence de Nogaret/Nogarey, a "Perfect" Cathar, carried the primal soul of 
the one you call "Christine" today. Christine/Clémence was this young girl who, together 
with Brother Jacques Jean and the other Cathars fleeing Montségur, had saved the 
crystal skull and the "Paleochristian manuscripts" from 
the hands of the inquisition (among others the famous 
"Letters of Christ"  – Cf. L'appel du pays cathare). She 
also had been teleported into a dimensional vortex 
opened by the Amasutum, as had Jenaël, to reappear 
again today in Clem’s body. She, also, chose to 
reincarnate to complete her "mission" at this end of 
time.


This trinity again reconstituted by Sand, Jenaël and 
Clem, souls who meet one last time before their 
plunge into the new density, was "planned and 
legitimized" in concert by the STS and STO entities, in 
order to experiment a new process of tribal transition 
towards the Service to Others.


So even though in the team you are forming today, a few, recaptured by their memories/
wounds, have already given up the experience of a group ascension, you have all been 
called upon by the difficult experimentation of tribal ascension to accomplish your 
transition in 4th density of the Service to Others.
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Question to the Angel:  

The LEO tribe recently visited the goose game’s esoteric journey in Rennes-les-
Bains which starts with the famous devil’s chair. Is the symbol engraved on it 
authentic? 

This sign engraved in the rock is a superposition/combination of symbols coming from 
early Christian doctrines of Ancient Egypt, hence of Atlantis. There were some scattered 
on sites devoted to the worship of these early Christians. The sandstone block that forms 
the devil’s chair was moved on this road during Dagobert II’s reign, king of the Franks, of 
the Merovingian dynasty. It marks the beginning of an esoteric journey that some initiates 
of Isis’ rite have been led to pace up and down, in order to let their soul’s memories of 
"survivors of Atlantis’ disaster" resurge. 





The Ankh, or handle key, is the Life Cross of the Egyptians. It corresponds 
to the hieroglyphic meaning "life". It is often represented held in the hand of 
the gods. The Ankh, major symbol of ancient Egypt, is part of the Djed 
technology which is used to cancel the illusion of separation and open a 
dimensional curtain. This symbol is also seen as the union of male and 
female principles. (See about this the dialogue n°45)
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The Chi-Rho is a symbol of primitive Christianity consisting of two 
Greek letters evoking Jesus Christ (Ιησούς Χριστός or Iesous Kristos), that 
is to say an emblem that unites several symbols in a single drawing.


It is therefore necessary to understand that this sign reasserts the essential 
points of the Faith: that is, the Holy Trinity – Father, Son and Holy Spirit 
(God, Man and Paraclete) which symbolizes humanity’s  salvation or the 
birth of the true human being. Thus, reconstituting this trinity formed by 
consciousness, intelligence and spirit is essential to enable the human 

Being to reach a higher consciousness and expression level.


It is also very important that this trinity be able to express itself and manifest in matter, 
through the biological vessels (soon your new bodies) which will first express themselves 
as divine triad, creator and generator of a new creative movement.


This trinity of souls will then have for mission to strengthen the "souls’ receptacle" that 
constitutes your group. Also, the maxim that affirms: "Know thyself and you shall know 
the universe and the gods" paraphrases this idea and confirms that only introspection 
leads to the knowledge of "higher things" and constitutes a model for spiritual research in 
your tribe, which is destined to return to the origins.


Love is the power of creation. Love which gathers these souls together is the backbone of 
the New Earth. This is why 4th density STS corpus that only know to destroy try at all 
costs to neutralize this nascent trinity within your tribe. However, good things will happen 
to those who, through their sapience, understand how to thwart the jealousy and 
anticipation of their predator.


Your new world will be created by the Love that manifests itself through this surprising 
trinity. This trio evokes the three pillars of Christ that symbolize the passage from 2 
to 3, from duality to the conciliation of opposites and engraves this innovative 
movement to life. 

This is the knowledge that the "Cathar Perfect" protected, since they were aware that the 
fictional character of "Jesus Christ" was associated with modern Christianity as you knew 
it. They also knew that their original doctrine of early Christianity would be replaced by 
that of the Roman Christian patriarchal Church, with the aim of subjugating the world of 
the future.


The early Christianity’s "wisdom" taught the Knowledge of the worlds and their universal 
Laws, as they were perceived by humanity before its "fall". This "former" humanity also 
understood that the first realized "Christ" on Earth, about 145,000 years ago, was female.
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This knowledge was sometimes encoded in the symbolism of Christ emerging from a 
mandorla, the feminine principle. (Also see about this Helene R’s investigation : 
Symbolique de la Mandorle ou Vesica Piscis)


Also, this Holy Grail, the vulva of the first woman realized in Christ containing the mixture 
of spermatic and menstrual fluids, was sometimes deified by these early Christians, since 
it provided the energy of long life to the sacred blood’s lineage of the descendants of this 
feminine Christ of the origins.


Finally, beliefs, taboos, your guilt, all your imperfect perceptions, your connoted ideas, 
your conditioned reasonings, your linear thoughts… , always prevent you from seeing the 
whole reality.


It is therefore through this distorting prism that you will have to learn to perceive the truth 
or at least access a purer vision of things. Because you must have only one goal: to 
persist and avoid your destruction by the maneuvers of psychopathy, if you have chosen 
to experience the return to your origins, before slowly sliding towards your New World.


And one of these truths is that individuals endowed with a soul, are part of a divided 6th 
density mother-soul/entity. Also, when they truly start to connect through their higher 
sexual centers, this results in a more intimate merge, then a spontaneous connection with 
the other units of their souls’ group. 


Question to the Angel: 

The ordinary humanity of 3rd density very often confuses the concept of creative 
Love with the "exclusive" romantic sexual relationships, that is to say the 
possession of the other. Why do people not understand that to detach themselves 
from the illusion of this "possession", engages the true infinite movement of 
creation? 
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The STS, which means most humans, do not know how to create. They only possess, 
destroy, transform and use matter, using the same illusory mode as the "other" (including 
beliefs, morals, habits, behaviors, know-how, …) to satisfy their own desires. In other 
words, they feed on his art, his energy and his matrix programs, while claiming to have 
love for him. To do this, they use the sexual act (which in your world should only take 
place for the purpose of procreation). By the way, the STS call this "making love"!


But when the planet will change of vibratory frequency and of reality, STO-oriented 
humans will neither accept nor take power over others in any way. They will no longer 
have any interest in "bestial sexuality" and even less the need to give birth!


In the "Service to Self" mode, the ordinary man possesses the other in many ways. 
"Making love" is above all, a war against the desire and language of the soul. Sex thus 
often becomes a means of emotional blackmail and in this way, "making love" blocks the 
circulation of true sexual energy that should only be amusement and creativity! For it was 
the Anunnaki god Enki who had led the ordinary human to believe that "making love" to 
give birth, constituted the glorification of the creation process and had to be perpetuated 
to generate a descent. Whereas by engendering a filiation, man has only extended the 
trap of the souls’ reincarnation process in 3rd density.


"Making love" is therefore only the manifestation of an illusory attachment to form, to 
matter. It is an inverted concept that is strongly locked in the ordinary human’s 
consciousness who, because he believes himself mortal, persists in giving birth!


The concept of entropic love, that is, relationships in which sexuality (the "bedridden-
sex ") becomes the indicator of a deep behavioral disorder, only conceals since the dawn 2

of time the true power of sexual intercourse, by which the higher sexual energy center 
(connected to the 7th density) associated with the control of the lower sexual center 
(connected to sexuality in 3rd density), leads to a whole different, yet true way to 
"communicate ".
3

For these ordinary humans, sexual urges, then the sexual act to satisfy these impulses, 
are caused by the hormonal activation of the lower emotional magnetic center, the 
"sexual" chakra, by the way the most developed among organic portals and 
psychopaths! They are linked to the Service to Self’s world, the material world, and 
"energetically drop back" when a "bestial" sexual relation is consumed. Whereas for the 
new man, the true sexual chakra is a "creative" magnetic center that draws its energy 

 “Sexuality“ is translated by “sexualité” in French, that we can decrypt as “sexe-alité” meaning 2

“bedridden-sex” in English.

 “Communicate” is translated by “communiquer” in French, that we can decrypt as “commun-3

niquer” meaning “communal-sex”. It is a symbolic for truly sharing information together.
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from the 7th density. His "new world" is therefore already manifested from the 7th density, 
by the higher Self, his true creator Self.


This future Self expresses his consciousness through his creative beats (translated in the 
Scriptures as "the Word became flesh"), in other words, when the universal 
Consciousness expresses itself in matter. These creative beats are the famous unstable 
gravity waves that densify reality, but that science does not yet understand.


This energy center of the middle therefore represents this magnetic center which is the 
true "sexual chakra" of creativity, but has nothing in common with the lower magnetic 
center which is responsible for the act of sexual procreation. It is this center that 
according to what you experiment, modulates or validates his reality.


This being said, this chakras’ placement for the soul’s anchoring also constitutes what in 
the ancient, will be new. For the fully conscious and realized man will be able to 
accumulate the light, the resonance, the sound and all the information that the "universal 
Matrix" proposes to him, because the beats of the existence of the whole Universe in its 
perfection will be, without interruption, connected to his Being. He will therefore no longer 
need to reincarnate, but will live in harmony with this universal rhythm, only when all his 
genetic codes are active and functional. These resonant beats sent into the galaxy and 
captured by the Earth are then transmitted to the brain and from there to the magnetic 
heart center, which then redistributes them to recalibrate and reset the electromagnetic 
frequencies in all the atoms of the body.


This means that, from now on, the new individual will not leave his body or physicality 
anymore, but will change density, while keeping all his molecular structures. Only the DNA 
will be modified and improved, thanks to the cometary viruses!


In ordinary humans, there are only two DNA strands that are active at the moment. 
Whereas candidates for density changes, even if they are still present in this world, 
already possess nearly 25% of reactivated DNA codes. That said, since most of your DNA 
strands are still "partially" blocked, you can therefore only receive for the moment, a small 
quarter of the magnetic resonance expressed by the Universe.


This controlled restriction of genetic codes, somehow imposed by your "future self", is 
responsible for your multiple inflammations, tiredness and other corporal symptoms. In 
addition, the cometary impacts dispersing dusts carrying the famous transformation 
viruses, only increase your exhaustion, since they increase the electromagnetic 
conductivity of the terrestrial atmosphere. 
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The new genetic coding that has already begun to be activated, will be definitively 
activated after the vibratory jump and the density change, when according to the 
universal Laws, the Order will be back on Earth.


But for the moment still, your planet saturated with contradictory energies often amplified 
by hate, wrestle, injustice and wars resonances, in other words, total lack of consideration 
for others, its consciousness has reached the point where it no longer accepts anything 
from humans. It henceforth sends back to them what they put it through all along the 
incarnations. A complete cleansing is taking place and these are the true causes of all 
epidemics and diseases.


As it is this natural conductivity that your protein antennas possess that has been diverted 
by all these vaccination campaigns based on magnetic nanoparticles (such as graphene, 
magnetite, or other RNA technologies) that alter and trap the protein functions of the 
genome.


Also, man must absolutely learn to separate himself from his negative emotions by 
learning to "submit", to change his habits and to transform them into a true sexual 
energy expressing through the magnetic center of creativity, this superior sexual 
chakra, not vibrating through emotional love, but through vibratory Love. 

The vibratory harmony of the masculine and feminine forces of the soul then becomes a 
very good thing, because in 4th density the two energies will complement each other. 
There will no longer be sexual superiority between men and women, nor bestial sexuality, 
as there will be no ages, no anniversaries, no commemorations, nor even karmic 
memories anymore!


The soul becomes again what it has always been: an infinite universal informational field 
that contains all Knowledge and to which the true human will access thanks to his 
superior centers.


The age of a person is therefore not a truth, for the flow of time comes only from the 
world of man’s thoughts. The universe has no age. There only exists non-time, the 
Consciousness and infinite Knowledge.

The moment has come when man must decide on his soul orientation. The time has 
come to harvest what man has sown. 


As for you, all you have to do is to remind yourselves of the trinity and continue to 
research the clues system leading to "triplicative" connections that transcend duality and 
connect you to each other to develop your creative energy.
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Identify these connections in the three domains: psychic, consciousness and genetics, 
until you have found three perfectly "balanced" common points.

 
For when your unconscious (the Self of the past) is connected to your subconscious (the 
Self of the future) and then this subconscious connects to other "superconsciousnesses" 
on another level (the future higher Selves of the ones and the others), the internal 
connections between the individuals of a trinity complement each other and form a 
conduct towards the higher level to "give birth" to a higher souls’ family.


From this point, it is no longer a question of continuing to believe in the "binary" duality of 
the ego’s world, but of beginning to experience the kingdom of the "Three" that 
henceforth, you occupy!

https://les-suites.fr/fibonacci/index.php


And to receive the keys of the next level, that is, the five, you have to master the theme of 
the third individual, and then move on to this "other greater thing", without anticipation, 
but with grace and clemency!


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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